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Q: What would you as a (beginner) runner like to see on a running web-
site? What would be helpful?
A: I’d like to see articles on the shoes and gear. I don’t know why that stuff is 
important or how it would benefit me. 
A: Stretching! It would be super helpful to see a list of stretches that perhaps 
even some of us regular runners have forgotten about.
A: Maybe different workouts and training advice?
A: As a beginner, I want to know a good routine on beginning. Also, I know this 
sounds cheesy but defiantly inspirational quotes.
(answers gathered from Facebook)
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Photoshoot day: taking photographs of shoes and clothes generously supplied by Portland Running 
Company and Foot Traffic in downtown Portland. 
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A dark gray provides creates a modern look and feel, while enhancing the concept of running. Being 
neutral, it allows for the imagery of the website to take lead without detracting from it. The sea blue 
also allows for easy legibility, as well as gives the site a refreshing and inviting look. The mustard yellow 
provides a warm and inviting accent of color to lighten up the site. 
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With its angularity, Titillium Web makes it a great fit for Get Your Run On. It reflects the typography used 
in racing bibs and other running gear. Titillium Web gives a sense of fast movement with its curved an-
gles, and being a slab serif, allows for easy reading—especially on the web.
TITILLIUM WEBI I I  
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The Get Your Run On Website acts as inspiration for the potential, and already long time runners. There 
are splash pages of quotes to help motivate the viewer and get them excited about their run. There are 
also articles for runners to educate themselves and keep up with the essentials to know for running. The 
articles are kept on the right hand side to allow for the photographs to shine through. This additionally 
helps to create for an inviting website. It also makes for a clean website that is not cluttered by other 
articles and texts—similar to other running websites. 
Imagery driven articles capture the essence of the topic and pairs photographs to demonstrate it. These 
pages allow for viewers to quickly sift through information. The visual photographs also illustrate the 
topic of discussion, so the viewer knows exactly what they are reading about. 
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The app, Run with Me, pairs with the website to further motivate the user. Run with Me helps to relieve 
the anxiety of running as it allows users to partake in the sport with other runners. Not only can people 
find other individuals to run with, but users can also sync with group’s pages and find trails to run on. 
Runners can use the app in the way it will benefit them the most—whether running with people of the 
same pace, or finding a group to push and challenge them. 
Additionally, there is a “High 5” feature that is great for runners to use on a solo run. It creates for a fun 
run as it alerts users of another runner within a 2 block radius that they can run to and give a high five.. 
Regardlesss of solo or group, Run with Me will track the users progress and is available to be viewed at 
any time.
A SPECIAL THANKS TO PORTLAND RUNNING COMPANY AND FOOT TRAFFIC
Explore the full website and app mockup through the link below:
http:/ web.pdx.edu/~kadie/GetYourRunOn/home.html
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